When the Achilles Wears Out
Peabody Resident Has His Repaired at the Baptist
ou may be doing all the

Y

It is different from Achilles tendon rupture —

Corbett performed the surgery in December

right things to stay in shape —

a sudden, painful injury that usually occurs

2008. “The goal is to clean out any

playing tennis or basketball, running

during sports activities. “With this condition,

degenerated tissue and, if necessary, augment

or hitting the treadmill after work. But once

the tendon slowly undergoes degeneration,”

the Achilles with a section of an adjacent

your foot becomes sore, you are limping

says Corbett.

tendon,” he says. “Rehabilitation takes

instead of enjoying your favorite activity.
According to Michael Corbett, MD, an
orthopedic foot and ankle surgeon at New

A triggering event usually brings on Achilles
symptoms. “The classic situation is a treadmill

awhile — about six months before things are
back to normal.”

and advanced from a hard cast to a walking

it wasn’t worth the resulting injury.

it only elevates five degrees, it may be

boot and working with a physical therapist.

enough to put an enormous strain on

“Six months after surgery, I was walking

the Achilles tendon. Many people

comfortably,” he says.

Because of my age — I was 30 at the time — Dr.

the EndoButton offers other benefits, notably

Kimball encouraged me to have surgery to

a shorter rehabilitation. “It results in a

repair my arm. I’ve seen guys at my gym try to

stronger repair, so patients get full elbow

rehab a biceps rupture. I knew I needed the

motion back in about two weeks,” says

surgery.” According to Kimball, older, less active

Kimball. There is no need to wear a cast or

The pop that Stracqualursi heard was the sound

individuals sometimes can get away with

splint; patients go home with the arm in

of the distal biceps tendon being torn from the

rehabilitation treatment instead.

a sling.

Kimball described the minimally invasive surgery

Kimball cautions patients about restricting

that he would perform, and then he surprised

their activities and provides them with written

his patient. “He told me that he had ruptured

instructions. “The most important thing is

his biceps and had the surgery himself,”

protecting the arm during the rehab period,”

Stracqualursi says. “He rolled up his sleeve and

he says. “That means no lifting.”

showed me the inch-long scar on his arm.”

The classic way that someone ruptures their

cautions. “The right patients tend to be over

“Patients like that — when you’ve been

biceps tendon, he notes, is the situation where

50 and somewhat sedentary because, after

through the same surgery yourself and can

an individual loses their balance while lifting

an ankle replacement, individuals should not

describe how it went for you,” says Kimball,

something heavy. “We refer to this as an

run, jump or perform heavy labor,” he says.

who tore his biceps surfing two years ago. The

eccentric load — where the person is moving

“Acceptable activities include walking, biking,

surgery, which uses a device called an EndoButton,

in one direction and tries to avoid dropping

swimming and playing golf.” Slovenkai

was relatively new when Kimball injured himself.

a heavy object that is falling in the opposite

Feldman made an appointment with

currently performs about a dozen ankle

He was impressed with his own outcome.

direction,” Kimball says, noting that weight-

Corbett, who diagnosed the Achilles

replacements each year, but that number is

Since then, he has performed the innovative

lifters

tendonitis and suggested that Feldman

likely to increase. “This is an up-and-coming

try wearing an orthotic lift in his shoe.

procedure,” he says.

is employed as a car mechanic. “It happened so

That throbbing pain is behind him, and

fast. I couldn’t imagine what had happened. The

Feldman is grateful. “I was impressed with

next thing I felt was pain in the crease of my arm.”

New England Baptist Hospital, and I thought
Dr. Corbett was great. I would recommend
him to anyone.”

bone in his arm. The biceps muscle doesn’t work
unless the distal tendon is firmly attached at the
elbow. When it ruptures, the arm immediately

for a construction company, he did a

ankle replacement surgery; I’d recommend it

loses strength. “A friend actually recognized the

lot of driving and began to notice

to other people.”

problem,” he says. “He told me to flex my arm.

“Achilles tendonitis tends to occur in
individuals with a biomechanical
abnormality — either a tight heel cord
active

or flat feet,” Corbett explains. “A simple,

individuals, especially in their 40s or 50s,

half-inch heel lift, along with physical therapy

encounter Achilles tendonitis, a degenerative

aimed at strengthening the calf muscles,

condition that affects the largest tendon in the

often works.”
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Not all patients are candidates, Slovenkai

ankle

ago, and she wasn’t eager to

She and her husband expected to be

repeat that experience, which included a

impressed by Dr. Leavitt, and they were, but

large incision and a long recovery period. But

they didn’t anticipate that he would describe a

there was no denying what was going on

new approach to bunion surgery — one that

with her right foot earlier this year.

offers a shorter rehabilitation. “Tightrope”

It was a hallux vagus — another bunion, the

bunion surgery avoids cutting bone in favor

familiar “bump” at the base of the big toe that

of a more elegant approach: using tension, in

M

the form of a wire,

before

after

to pull the bones
back

into

their

and

back

of

the

arm,”

is an injury we tend to see in men in their
forties, whose tendons may be starting
to weaken.”
Stracqualursi’s post-surgical rehab went well.

deformities below the ankle, such as those

causing elbow stiffness or

“The arm was painful for a couple of days,

caused by arthritis, must be repaired either

nerve damage with the more

but I was back to work in about three months,”

the

time

of

the

he says.

invasive approach.

Six months after his surgery at NEBH,

A strong repair
and a strong arm

All Warren knows is that she feels great. “My

Stracqualursi was back to lifting weights at the
gym. “Dr. Kimball told me I had to pace
myself,” he says. “He was right, because I’ve

balance is back, and I’m getting a faster stride
EndoButton surgery employs a loop-shaped

now,” she says. “I feel like a new woman.”

“Tightrope” Surgery Gets Rid of the Bump
traditional bunion surgery years
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• Shoes such as high heels don’t
cause bunions, but they can
worsen the condition.

Active Again on a New Ankle

• Like most foot conditions, bunions
tend to run in families.

Ankle Replacement Surgery Was the Right Choice

• Orthotic devices, such as toe spacers,
can help keep the foot in proper
alignment and control abnormal foot
function.

W

hen an ankle becomes

a new cementless implant, the prospects

arthritic, which may cause it

for successful ankle replacement are better

to become unstable, favorite

than ever, Slovenkai explains.

activities often go by the wayside. Joanne

require an osteotomy — the realignment of

Warren found that out when her left ankle

natural position.

bone — the rehabilitation time is much

— fractured decades ago in a cross-country

“Tightrope bunion

shorter, “ says Dr. Leavitt. “Most patients are

skiing accident — became progressively

surgery was pio-

on crutches for a couple of weeks, in a

weak and painful.

neered in the U.K.,”

surgical shoe one month after surgery and in

Dr. Leavitt explains.

sneakers a month after that.”

“Now that the bugs

“Dr. Leavitt explains things so well,” says Mrs.

active 80-year-old who loves to hike and

have been worked

Blandino. “With his reputation, I figured the

only recently gave up her moped. She was

out,

gaining

tightrope surgery was worth trying.” She was

told that ankle fusion surgery would

eventually produces a deformed foot. “It had

credibility in the U.S. Unlike traditional

especially happy to know that she could go

stabilize the painful and wobbly joint, but

been a problem for a couple of years,” says

bunion surgery, which involves cutting and

home the same day. “It’s astonishing, but the

Warren was concerned it would mean

Mrs. Blandino, 82, who lives in Lynnfield, MA.

realigning of bone, many patients can put

only pain I experienced was the night after

limited mobility.

“As it became harder for me to wear shoes and

weight on the foot, with crutches, the same

the surgery,” she adds. Four months after her

walk, I was progressively more miserable.”

day. There are no screws, and the only thing

surgery, she had returned to her normal

This spring, she followed her daughter’s

healing is soft tissue.” Because tightrope

activities with no limitations.

advice and made an appointment with

bunion surgery is a fairly new procedure and

Kenneth Leavitt, DPM, Chief of Podiatry at

its longevity not fully studied, it currently is

New England Baptist Hospital. “He operated

reserved for older patients.

on my daughter, and she raved about him,”

Using a drill, the surgeon creates small holes

says Mrs. Blandino.

in the first and second metatarsal bones and

inserting a “collar” of silicone and titanium.

it’s

places small “anchors” on either side. A wire
is threaded through the holes and attached at
sufficient tension, like a tightrope, to bring the
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Minimal pain and
a shorter rehab
“Because tightrope bunion surgery doesn’t

of

surgeons often worry about

perfect,” Slovenkai says.

No cutting, realigning
of bone required

type

candidates for an ankle replacement. Foot

Bunion Surgery Has a New Look
had

this

Kimball explains, noting that

at

are

explained to Feldman that surgery to repair

says Feldman. “My foot had been bothering

to

not

or

deformity

replacement. “Limb alignment must be

active life. “I knew Dr. Corbett was right,”

we make incisions at the front

had complex surgical incisions or who
severe

vulnerable

injury. “They exert too much force on

procedure on nearly 100 patients.

Individuals under age 60 and those who have

have

are

the biceps muscle, causing it to rupture. It

But the heel lift didn’t help, and Corbett

the tendon would allow him to continue his

When I did, the muscle flopped over.”

“Traditional surgery requires that

beforehand

me for more than a year.”

Blandino

sound,” recalls the Somerville, MA, resident, who

ankle

relaxing, the foot would throb.”

ildred

“I gave it all my might and heard a popping

tendonitis. As a sales representative

I started limping and, even when I was

heel and swelling.

without pulling on it.”

a hand and elbow surgeon at New England
at the front of the arm, biceps repair with

and using the treadmill on an incline.

main symptoms are pain in the back of their

Kimball, “so we’re able to repair the tendon
Stracqualursi was referred to Hervey Kimball, MD,

guy,” he says. “He made me feel comfortable.

resident. “I had been going to a gym

in sports,” Corbett explains, noting that the

tendon. “The suture acts like a molly,” says

In addition to needing only one small incision

pain began,” recalls the Peabody

walking, running and successful participation

suture that is designed to securely refasten the

Baptist Hospital. “Dr. Kimball is a real pleasant

in the car, when I got out to walk, the

muscles to the heel bone and is required for

New surgical approach
requires a small incision

last year Eric Stracqualursi did just that when

elevation of the running ramp. Even if

pain in his left foot. “After 45 minutes

body. “This tendon connects the powerful calf

young man to rupture his biceps muscle. But

he pulled hard while straining to remove a lug

Mark Feldman, 50, developed Achilles

many

for a strong

nut from a car wheel. The lug nut came off, but

There was nothing dramatic in how

Hospital,

I

t takes plenty of force

Feldman experienced little post-surgical pain

After surgery,
walking comfortably

Baptist

Somerville Resident Gets His Arm Back

program that automatically changes the

arrive in the office on crutches.”

England

Repairing a Biceps Rupture —
the New Way

up,” says the Shrewsbury, MA, resident, an

showing promise.”
Slovenkai determined that Warren was a
candidate for an ankle replacement. It carries
a slightly higher risk for complications than
ankle fusion, which fuses two main bones,
the tibia and talus, and is considered the
“gold standard” treatment. “I liked Dr.

“I’m not ready to accept that I’m an old

Slovenkai immediately and said ‘let’s go for

lady,” she says. “I was afraid that a

it,’” she says.

fusion procedure would make my ankle

if I could have an ankle replacement, even

Leavitt is very pleased with the results, and so

though I didn’t know there was such

am I.” He also repaired her painful big toe by

a thing.”

“Once someone has a huge bump, and the
big toe and second toe are overlapping, they
probably need surgery,” says Dr. Leavitt. “I
was sending a lot of older patients out the
door with the suggestion that they get wider
shoes and live with their bunion problem.
to

joint that must bear tremendous force. So

stability with motion. The new prosthesis is

can wear any shoe I want now,” she says. “Dr.

willing

1970s,” he says. “The ankle is a very mobile

“I just couldn’t trust my ankle to hold me

useless, so I asked my orthopedic surgeon

weren’t

challenge since it was first attempted in the

the goal for any implant is to achieve

“I don’t need to wear glamorous shoes, but I

They

“Ankle replacement surgery has been a

go

through

traditional bunion surgery. Now we have
another option. For many patients, tightrope
bunion surgery is the answer.”
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“I feel like
a new woman”
He performed the surgery in August 2008,
after which Warren spent four days at the
Baptist. “It’s a wonderful hospital,” she says.

New implant mimics
ankle anatomy
There

is

such

thing,

which

“I can’t believe the attention they give
you.” Once at home, she wore a special
a
she

learned all about
in

the

office

of

Mark Slovenkai, MD,
Chief of Foot and
Ankle

Surgery

at

New England Baptist

boot for 12 weeks. “It was awkward, but I
had very little pain.”
Within a few months, Warren began to
see the benefits of working with a
physical therapist and continuing to
exercise regularly. “I get on a stationary
bike most mornings, and I use a rowing
machine,” she says. “I’m glad I had

Hospital. Thanks to
Continued inside

